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ASSISTANT
OVERVIEW
AI sales assistant software helps sales
agents by automating processes and
tasks using artificial intelligence. These
duties include lead follow-up and
qualification, data entry, meeting
scheduling, forecasting, and pipeline
management. Marketing and sales
teams can use AI sales assistants to
automate routine work and free up
their
time
to
manage
priority
responsibilities. These tools can work
standalone or along with other
applications as well as integrate with a
company’s existing CRM system.
AI sales assistants share commonalities
with sales intelligence, sales analytics,
and
conversational
marketing
solutions. However, they differentiate
themselves with their focus on sales
duties, artificial intelligence, task
automation features, and ability to
provide predictive insights.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:
Content Score is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer
success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Market Presence Score is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

Top Performer
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough
customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer
base and scale of a Market Leader.

3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press
mentions
Rising Star
Company Score is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer
reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated AI Sales Assistant software based on the
FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF AI SALES ASSISTANT
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT CONVERSICA
Conversica is the leader in Intelligent Virtual Assistants for Customer Engagement. By automating
routine business conversations, and personalizing interactions at scale, Conversica augments your
workforce allowing business professionals and AI Assistants to work together harmoniously. The
flagship Conversica Sales AI Assistant helps companies find and secure customers more quickly and
efficiently by automatically contacting, engaging, qualifying, and following-up with leads via natural,
multi-channel, two-way conversations. With our large library of purpose-built and ready-to-use
conversational skills backed by our patented conversational AI platform, Conversica’s AI Assistants can
be deployed quickly, are human-like and personal, and provide superior conversational accuracy and
autonomy. Reaching out to over 100 million people on behalf of thousands of companies, and with over
375 million engagements, Conversica is a portfolio company of Providence Strategic Growth, Kennet
Partners and Toba Capital and is headquartered in Foster City, California, with international offices in
Santiago, Chile, and London, UK.

113
Customer references from
happy Conversica users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We were looking for a way to have more persistent — and consistent — conversations with prospective students.
Stephanie, our AI Assistant, does her magic and finds yet another 1 percent that want to engage, which are fully
attributed to Conversica. We’re also using the AI in our retention efforts, allowing for constant communication with our…
James Winstead
VP Marketing & Events, The Los Angeles Film School

"We now use Conversica to contact 90,000 prospects every quarter. This is a huge volume, and the
biggest benefit is that we can do it quickly. With Conversica, we’re able to have a real conversation with
each one, a personal email thread that can really cut through the clutter and get people’s attention."
Kate Cindric Federhar
Manager of Marketing Operations, CenturyLink

"Customers will call the store and ask for Emma (Allen Samuels’ Conversica AI assistant); that’s how real
she seems. I’m telling you she’s my least expensive and best employee. I never see her but she’s very
efficient, sending out dozens of emails every day and responding to their answers."
Tracey Hudson
BDC Manager, Allen Samuels Chevrolet Buick GMC

"We have a lot of inbound demand of MongoDB. Filtering out who are the most qualified leads at any one point in time is
challenging. Conversica’s AI and campaigns were easy to set up and have provided instant value to our team. We are
now able to respond to all of our inbound leads in a timely manner and immediately filter the best opportunities to the…
Andrew R.
MongoDB
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2020 MARKET LEADERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT DRIFT
Drift on your website, any conversation can be a
conversion. Instead of traditional marketing and
sales platforms that rely on forms and follow-ups,
Drift connects your business with the best leads in
real-time, like a virtual assistant for your website.

111
Customer references from
happy Drift users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We love how Drift has streamlined our lead creation process. We’re talking to potential
customers earlier in the sales process and saving both their and our time by automating the
calendaring and support request process via Drift."
Ben Nettesheim
Senior Director of Digital Marketing, SalesRabbit

"The live demo scheduler is fully automated and the lead never has to leave the website. They put in their email address
and the chatbot shows them available time slots based on our Google Calendar availability. If you’re managing a larger
team, you can also have the bot automatically round robin the leads or assign meetings based on geographic location."
Kevin Fontenot
Director of Marketing, TrainedUp

“Every B2B marketer should use email replies to improve database quality – Drift Email makes it
easy to turn on that process. We love Drift Email because it’s easy to integrate with our existing
marketing automation platform and it’s hands-off from then on.”
Brian Hansford
VP of B2B Demand Generation and Marketing Technology Practice, Heinz Marketing

"We fed a target account list into Drift and created a chatbot playbook that would immediately recognize them by name.
After not seeing a meeting set in the first two weeks, we changed our greeting messaging and included an image of the
salesperson they’d eventually be meeting with. Not long after those changes, we saw higher-quality conversations take…
Matt McAllister
Director of Revenue Marketing, Spredfast
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ABOUT PEOPLE.AI
People.ai accelerates enterprise growth through the power of AI. With the
industry’s only Revenue Intelligence System, People.ai frees all
customer-facing teams, including sales, marketing, and customer success,
from manual data entry by automatically capturing all contacts and customer
activity data, dynamically updating the CRM and providing actionable
intelligence across all management tools, allowing them to realize the full
selling capacity of the enterprise. Some of the world’s best brands are
leveraging People.ai to transform their business, including New Relic, Lyft,
and Okta to name a few. Founded in 2016 and based in San Francisco, the
company is backed by Y Combinator and Silicon Valley’s top investors,
including Andreessen Horowitz and Lightspeed Venture Partners. In 2018,
Gartner recognized People.ai as a Cool Vendor.

28
Customer references from
happy People.ai users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Marketers are constantly debating with Sales about attribution and sourcing. They need to look for something that
offers full visibility into which campaigns are driving opportunities and which opportunities are driving the success of
campaigns. Campaign360 will enable sales and marketing teams to accelerate revenue generation inside their…
Terry Flaherty
Senior Research Director, SiriusDecisions

"By using People.ai, we have amazing visibility into how much time - in actual hours and minutes
- our sales team is spending on each account; it helps our frontline managers provide coaching
that was never possible before."
David Baga
Chief Business Officer, Lyft

"People.ai puts sales data and real-time sales activity at my fingertips. It allows me to
draw powerful conclusions."
Ryan Toben
VP of Revenue Operations, Gainsight

"People.ai is a game changer. It’s the most exciting technology we’ve added to our stack in years. We can now ensure
contact roles are assigned to every opportunity, which is critical for accurate campaign attribution. Not only that, but our
sales team no longer has to manually create new contacts in Salesforce. It’s a win for both marketing and sales!"
Scott Holden
Chief Marketing Officer, ThoughtSpot
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT TOPOPPS
TopOPPS assists the sales rep like a personal assistant that guides and drives winning
behaviors resulting in CRM hygiene with accurate analytics and a predictive forecast on
autopilot. By assisting sales reps with easy data entry and pipeline insights, sales teams
see an increase of 20% in quota attainment due to higher win rates and shorter cycle
times. TopOPPS helps sales reps to get more data into the CRM in a fraction of the time
leaving them more time to sell. The increased inaccurate data combined with learning
algorithms enable the AI to direct sales management to areas in the sales process that
need improvement and coaching opportunities with sales reps. TopOPPS automates the
sales process to improve CRM adoption, sales process execution, pipeline visibility, sales
performance, and forecast accuracy. Sales teams using TopOPPS are closing more,
faster.
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Customer references from
happy TopOPPS users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"With TopOPPS, I get better visibility on my pipeline and more accurate forecasting
because it's easier to track opportunity progress and rep activity."
Ralph Manno
VP of Sales, Interactive Intelligence

“TopOPPS has brought a tremendous amount of focus and visibility into the growth we are trying to drive
into our business. TopOPPS has been very valuable in streamlining our forecasting process and making it
more predictable all the way down to the rep level. Now, sales rep’s forecasts are up-to-date and reliable.”
Ryan Whitney
RVP of Corporate Sales, Gainsight

"TopOPPS has improved the quality and timing of updates into Salesforce, rather than last minute and incomplete
updates the night before our sales meetings. We were able to custom configure TopOPPS to our specific sales stages
and easily monitor the opportunities that are vital to making our forecast. The visibility into deals has drastically…
Vern Heyer
Chief Executive Officer, VMH International

"TopOPPS has not only helped us manage our database more effectively and measure sales productivity,
but their impeccable customer service and technology knowledge is second to none! I am looking forward
to growing our business and relationship with TopOPPS for many years to come. Thanks Guys!"
Laura Hopkins
SVP Sales & Marketing, VidVerify
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2020 TOP PERFORMERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT DOOLY
Dooly's real-time playbook engine keeps your
conversations as sharp and on-point as the buyer
you talk to, matching their every move with sales
tools that answer even their toughest questions.
While they're at it, they thought they sneak in a
bonus for you; removing the burdens associated
with updating Salesforce, sharing your notes with
others and panicking about pipeline updates.

33
Customer references from
happy Dooly users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Dooly is a better way to manage client interactions. It allows you to spend more time
with customers and less time interfacing with a CRM."
William Holden
Enterprise Account Executive, Intercom

"When we first started using Dooly, it changed my life. I used to take notes by hand because I
didn’t want to have to save them intermittently or stay after hours to then transcribe those notes
into Salesforce. Now, it’s all done in real-time and it syncs!"
Sara Samaha
Customer Success Manager, Liftoff

"We’re able to understand a lot better what’s happening with the customer thanks to Dooly.
Being able to see things in a more structured format allows for the next person to know what’s
going on."
Meghan Freas
Customer Success Operations Manager, Contentful

"Dooly helps our team win more deals. The functionality and ease of getting information
surfaced to you when you need it is extremely useful in asking better questions and diving
deeper into problems from previous calls."
Colleen Gillett
Manager, Global Sales Tech Ops, BigCommerce
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ABOUT EXCEED.AI
Exceed.ai is the next generation conversational-driven
marketing and sales platform. They use AI, machine learning
and conversational bot technology to generate more qualified
opportunities by automating lead capturing, qualification and
nurturing. Unlike traditional marketing and sales platforms
that rely on forms, one-way email campaigns and manual
follow-ups, Exceed.ai automates many of the customer
interactions currently performed manually - like a virtual
assistant to your sales and marketing teams.

5
Customer references from
happy Exceed.ai users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“One thing that Exceed helped us do is engage more with leads - we can target them very easily
with a personalized nurture track through Exceed to qualify and get them on to a demo.”
Mark Gilroy
Business Development Rep, ChannelSight

"With Exceed.ai, we are able to generate 2x more qualified leads – allowing us to focus
on talking to prospects and closing deals instead of chasing leads."
Niall O'Gorman
Chief Commercial Officer, ChannelSight

"Exceed.ai allows us to increase productivity by 35% by focusing on closing deals instead of
wasting time chasing unqualified leads and on repetitive tasks – a must-have tool for any sales
team! "
Yoav Shetrit
Sales Executive, monday.com

"Exceed.ai helps us find the golden nuggets among our leads and streamlines our qualification
and nurturing process. We increased conversion rates by 22% and reduced the cost of a qualified
lead by 39%."
Omer Tadjer
Co-Founder & Chief Executive Officer, Comeet
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ABOUT SALESWHALE
Saleswhale (YC S16)'s AI sales assistants help marketing
and sales teams to engage and qualify their leads at
scale. Since 2016, they've helped over a hundred
mid-market and enterprise teams eliminate tedious
work and uncover more sales opportunities. Their AI
takes care of repetitive rule-based tasks, such as email
follow ups and identifying people who are interested in
having a sales conversation. This enables employees to
focus on more creative and meaningful work.
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Customer references from
happy Saleswhale users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Not only has our Saleswhale assistant effectively nurtured leads but also helped to identify leads that were otherwise
considered 'lost'. The team has been super helpful too and have always suggested and implemented intuitive and
creative ideas to make the solution work for us. We look forward to rolling Saleswhale out to all our schools in the near…
Bipasha Minocha
Group Brand and Marketing Director, EtonHouse

"Since working with Saleswhale, we’ve managed to unburden our biz dev team - they are able to focus on the hottest
leads while our bot works in the background to qualify all other leads. This new workflow ensures higher quality leads are
passed onto sales, which means they can be more efficient with their time prospecting."
Lauren Stephenson
Marketing Director, Nugit

"Where we used to see our cold and warm leads disappear into a black hole without regular follow ups, we
can now re-engage all of them through the bot and push for a specific outcome, which helps the marketing
team to gain better ROI on our lead generation, marketing spend and campaigns."
Rena Ling
Regional Marketing and Communications Director, Randstad Sourceright

"We have been using Saleswhale for half a year and have generated quite a number of quality business opportunities so
far. The tool has an intuitive interface and the overall service and support from Saleswhale is superb, the team is super
friendly and they are willing to help with anything. We have monthly reviews with the Saleswhale team and go through…
Elena Sanchez
Head of Marketing - APAC, Unit4
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ABOUT TACT.AI TECHNOLOGIES
Tact.ai Technologies is on a mission to make enterprise
software more human-friendly. Tact.ai’s conversational AI
sales platform is used by sales teams at GE, Cisco Systems,
Kelly Services and other Fortune 500 companies to drive
revenue growth by eliminating friction in their daily sales
workflow. Headquartered in Redwood City, CA., Tact.ai
Technologies, Inc. is a privately-held company backed by
Accel Partners, Redpoint Ventures, Upfront Ventures, M12
(formerly Microsoft Ventures), Comcast Ventures, Salesforce
Ventures and the Amazon Alexa Fund.

7
Customer references from happy
Tact.ai Technologies users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Tact makes my life so much easier on the road.”
Madison Miller
Business Development Manager, Kelly Services

“I used to burn evenings, weekends, and daytime hours getting data into Salesforce.
Not with Tact.”
Nick Balster
Vice President of Industrial, Groom Energy Solution

"Sales software wasn’t designed for today’s environment, where sellers can no longer afford to get stuck shuffling
between different apps looking for the right combination of data and insights. Tact.ai’s ability to meet sellers within their
daily workflow of activities delivers a frictionless, 360-degree experience when most needed – at the ‘edge’ of…
Luca Felli
Digital Experience and Analytics Leader, Cisco Systems

"Building a shared understanding inside your company and with customers and partners while traveling can be difficult.
Traditional office tools such as email and phone calls can be cumbersome. You need to be able to quickly review multiple
data sets, identify problems, agree on modifications and coordinate with multiple departments to get deals done all…
Cate Gutowski
Senior Vice President, Global Sales and Service, Panasonic Avionics Corporation
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2020 RISING STARS
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ABOUT AMPLEMARKET

Amplemarket is an AI-powered virtual sales
assistant. They take care of everything, from lead
generation, email copy, warm up process, until they
give you a meeting with a prospect client. They are
backed by some of the best investors in Silicon
Valley, including Y Combinator.

14
Customer references from
happy Amplemarket users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Amplemarket is great for teams that need their Account Executives to focus on where they add
the most value. With Amplemarket you can have the outbound on autopilot while your AEs can
focus on taking calls from warmer leads."
Jack Miller
Head of Growth, Chattermill

“I recommend Amplemarket. It's a good company to help new teams or teams too busy to do
outreach with prospecting for top of funnel growth. Amplemarket helped increase our monthly
meeting by more than 20%."
Dane Stevens
Sales Team Lead, HoneyBook

"I love Amplemarket's bot. We receive real-time enriched notifications about new signups. They
send us valuable data like LinkedIn profiles and company information. It allows our team to stay
on top of every new signup!"
Justin
Zenefits

"This is my favorite Slack bot. I love the enrichment they give us about all the new prospects
that signup for our services. On top of that, the integration is super simple, it requires no
coding."
Mike
Box
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ABOUT DEEPLOOP
Deeploop is a new kind of sales platform that
allows you to communicate with your leads at scale,
automate your most repetitive tasks (follow-ups,
CRM update), get an A.I. assistant and prioritize
your work. They are passionate about using new
technologies (Automation & A.I.) to make other
human lives easier.

8
Customer references from
happy Deeploop users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Deeploop has been awesome! I have calls popping up in my calendar with leads I
haven’t touched in more than 12 months. Since Deeploop I’ve tripled my meetings."
Jon Frohlinger
Vice President of Sales, Lagardère

"Deeploop has brought system into the chaos. Our team is happier and crazy
productive, keeping the eye on the ball instead of the admin. Absolutely priceless."
Ross Dubin
Senior Vice President of Sales, OneTick

“We run both inboud and outbound leads through Deeploop. Our inbound just went through the
roof and we can simply achieve more with less work on the outbound side. Also we have much
better measurements of what works.”
Max Muster
Vice President of Sales, Digiday

"Deeploop is a game changer. We were able to automate 50% of the repetitive tasks
(CRM updates, meetings booking etc.) that we were doing manually before."
Seann Stubbs
Head of Sales Ops, Sumo
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ABOUT SALESDIRECTOR.AI

SalesDirector.ai is an intelligent platform that links
people, activity, and engagement across the buying
journey. It captures all sales, marketing & customer
success activity to drive actionable revenue
insights needed to make the right budget decisions.

6
Customer references from
happy SalesDirector.ai users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"The main problem with our forecasting prior to SalesDirector.ai was to balance the sales team’s optimism
with finance’s need for a dependable forecast. We don’t have to discuss the probability or close date
anymore - we simply generate it directly from our pipeline, based on activities. It is much simpler."
Tyson Begly
Chief Financial Officer, Delta Data Software

"For the first time, I have true visibility into the sales pipeline, its strengths and
weaknesses, and the underlying activities that lead to success."
Mike Battaglia
Vice President of Sales, J.D. Power

"SD.ai fuels our analytics and operational systems with critical data that allows us to make
business decisions based on data instead of "gut feel" or lengthy manual inspection."
Javier Molina
Head of Corporate Sales, MongoDB

"SalesDirector.ai gives us an easy way to visualize forecast and pipeline health. Excellent tool for
providing insights that keep things from falling through the cracks, and highlight where proper
attention is not being given."
Jim Patterson
Director of Sales, Wicresoft
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ABOUT VELOXY
VeloxyIO Inc. makes sales enablement and
predictive forecasting software for Sales Teams
that use Salesforce CRM. Their mission is to help
Sales Reps engage in Salesforce and get more out
of it than they put in, while giving Sales
Management better forecasts and the analytics to
see which actions truly drive the pipeline.

8
Customer references from
happy Veloxy users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Veloxy helps my sales team be more in tune with their day to day priorities. The feature rich
mobile app gives my team the ability to do most everything as they go about their day. This is a
great tool for any company that wants to enhance the data they collect to help sales grow."
Doug Six
District Sales Manager, US Foods

"Veloxy Engage lets me send emails to large groups from my inbox and provides a
closed-loop to ensure opt-out requests are honored."
Jay Skinner
Bus Dev, Bielomatik

"Veloxy utilizes a unique and innovative aggregation tool that provides me with up-to-date
information on my entire pipeline. With Veloxy, I never have to wonder about the state of my
pipeline; that information is at my fingertips and easily accessible."
Qashef Qaadri
VP, Commercial Ops, BioMatters

"Since I started using Veloxy Mobile App, I’m addicted to it. I love everything the app does for me – opportunity
management, one-tap call, task management, post-meeting notes and more. The app was extremely easy to setup and
sync with. Veloxy keeps me organized on the go and saves me significant time."
Chris MacDonald
Account Executive, Showpad
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